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 Types
 Spread footing
 Micropiles
 Drilled shaft
 Driven Piles
 Prestresses concrete 
piles (Not often used)
 H-piles (HP12x53)
 Pipe piles (14 in.)

 Hammers
 Impact hammers
 Vibrating hammers



 Prior to 1990’s, no field testing of piles
 Indiana Department of transportation (INDOT) will 

relied completely on the engineering news record 
(ENR) formula for determining pile capacities. 

 ENR formula has factor of safety ranging from 0.5 to 
12. 

 Hammer sizing
 First 30T, then 70T, and by 2010, with the use LRFD 

design load went up as high as 350T per pile.
 Designers will make an effort to reduce the number of 

piles. Focus on integral abutments. 
 For hammer sizing, contractor will submit a hammer 

for INDOT’s approval.



 Cost
 Less piles = increase pile size 
 Increase pile size = higher driving resistance  
 Higher driving resistance = bigger hammer 
 Bigger hammer = bigger crane 
 = Higher cost

 Pile damage or hammer damage
 Added cost 



 Problems 



 Problems 



 Unknown hammer performance

 No validation of the estimated 
soil conditions

 No monitoring of the pile 
driving operations

 Change orders during 
construction due to pile 
quantities



 In 1992, INDOT started looking into testing technologies.

 Conducted workshops and started a research project 
with 6 pilot projects, one on each districts

 After discussing the results with FHWA a few changes 
were incorporated into INDOT’s practice 

 1996
 Gates Formula
 Safety factor = 2.5

 Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA)
 Safety factor = 2.0



 In 2010, based on FHWA/AASHTO requirements, INDOT 
required all foundation designs to follow AASTHO LRFD.
 Resistance factor is computed in terms of probability of 

failure (reliability index)
 Increase the resistance factor to make it more economical
 With risk of foundation failure, capacity evaluation is 

necessary. 



 Improve understanding of driven 
pile design and construction

 Improve understanding of soil 
condition

 Improve construction practices

 Provide quality assurance



 Hammer performance
 Same hammer model
 Different location on the same 

project
 Before and after hammer was 

repaired

 Engineers rely on the blow count 
as driving criteria for pile 
acceptance

 Checking the hammer 
performance assure that initial 
driving criteria is valid throughout 
the entire project 



 Dynamic pile testing with signal 
matching CAPWAP is used to 
evaluate pile capacity 

 It provides driving stresses; too 
large can cause pile damage



 Knowing the benefits 
 Reliability 
 Confidence (right depth and pile type)

 INDOT’s criteria for the use of PDA
 PDA is not required on every INDOT project because it will not be cost effective
 Cost of pilling < $100,000, generally no PDA or Static load test is recommended (Unless soil 

conditions warrant it).
 $100,000 < Cost of pilling < $500,000, PDA  is recommended. 
 Cost of pilling > $500,000, PDA and Static load test is recommended.  

 When required, one PDA per bent.
 If twin bridges are constructed, PDA can staggered between the two bridges.  
 No PDA if driving to bedrock.



 Pile driving (No. 18-15), published on 
August 6, 2018

 Cost-effective pile foundation
 Number of piles
 Driving equipment 

 Change the mentality of “make it 
bigger to have less piles”



 Designers should limit the nominal 
driving resistance to 426 kips

 Use hammer with a maximum energy 
rating of 69,000 lbs. – 75,000 lbs.



 Benefits
 Construction crews can use commonly 

owned pile hammers

 Cost of mobilization reduced

 Avoid delays (waiting for availability of 
a big hammer)

 Reduce the risk of pile damage during 
the installation
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